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Outline 

l  The present state of affairs: 
l  What mpifxcorr does in “pulsar” mode 
l  How to set up a pulsar correlation 
l  Useful scripts and tools for DiFX setup 

l  Current problems 
l  Getting correct ephemeris and profile! 
l  Lack of (up-to-date) doco, same questions 

answered many times on difx-users 
l  Proposal for the future 

l  Port DiFX output to a regular pulsar format 
l  Improve robustness and documentation 
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DiFX’s pulsar toolkit 

l  DiFX can: 
l  Apply incoherent dedispersion to visibilities 
l  Accumulate visibilities into an arbitrary 

number of pulse bins of arbitrary width 
l  Optionally, weight and sum the pulse bins 

(usually used for gating) 
l  Build a 1 separate FITS file per phase bin (if 

not summing bins) 
l  NOTE: only cross-correlations are 

binned! Autocorrelations are not (but 
see profile mode later) 
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Incoherent dedispersion 

l  Calculate and correct for a delay in 
each frequency channel based on cold 
plasma dispersion 
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Incoherent dedispersion 

l  Calculate the delay in each frequency 
channel based on cold plasma 
dispersion and provided DM 

Subband X, time Y 1400 MHz 1416 MHz 

83 ms 85 ms 

DM = 40 
period = 2ms 
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Incoherent dedispersion 

l  Convert that delay to a phase offset 
based on the pulsar period 

1400 MHz 1416 MHz 

DM = 40 
period = 2ms 

83 ms 
phase offset 
= 0.5 

85 ms 
phase offset 
= 0.5 

84 ms 
phase offset 
= 0.0 

Subband X, time Y 
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Incoherent dedispersion 

l  Combine with a pulse phase prediction 
polynomial (“polyco”) to calculate the 
pulse phase in every channel at time Y 
(as an example here = 0.25)  

1400 MHz 1416 MHz Subband X, time Y 

83 ms 
phase offset 
= 0.5 
 + phase at  
infinite freq. 
= total phase 
= 0.75 

85 ms 
phase offset 
= 0.5 
+ phase at infinite  
frequency from polyco 
= total phase = 0.75 

84 ms 
phase offset 
= 0.0 
 + phase at infinite  
frequency from polyco 
= total phase = 0.25 

DM = 40 
period = 2ms 
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Incoherent dedispersion 

l  Frequency channel by frequency 
channel, compare phase with provided 
bin edges and allocate each visibility to 
the appropriate bin  

1400 MHz 1416 MHz Subband X, time Y 

Bin 0: 0-0.2 
Bin 1: 0.2-0.8 
Bin 2: 0.8-1.0 

1 2 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
83 ms 
phase offset 
= 0.5 
 + phase at  
infinite freq. 
= total phase 
= 0.75 

85 ms 
phase offset 
= 0.5 
+ phase at infinite  
frequency from polyco 
= total phase = 0.75 

84 ms 
phase offset 
= 0.0 
 + phase at infinite  
frequency from polyco 
= total phase = 0.25 

DM = 40 
period = 2ms 
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Incoherent dedispersion  

l  Delays are independent of antenna, 
because all antennas are delayed to the 
same reference point for correlation 
(the geocenter) 
l  Polyco must be made at the location 
“geocenter”! Usually site code 0 in tempo. 
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Location 

l  Occurs in Core, at the accumulate stage 
l  If weighting+summing bins, this is 

performed  
at the end  
of a subint.  
(minimizes  
the data  
return to  
FxManager) 
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How to set up a pulsar job? 

l  vex2difx: put “binconfig = ” line in for a 
setup 

SETUP gateJ1543-0620!
{!
  tInt = 2.0!
  nChan = 32!
  doPolar = false!
  nFFTChan = 128!
  subintNS = 80000000!
  maxNSBetweenACAvg = 1000000!
  strideLength = 16!
  binConfig = bd152rd.J1543-0620.binconfig!
}!
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The binconfig file 

NUM POLYCO FILES:   1!
POLYCO FILE 0:      J1650-1654.bd152s0.polyco!
NUM PULSAR BINS:    2!
SCRUNCH OUTPUT:     TRUE!
BIN PHASE END 0:    0.680000!
BIN WEIGHT 0:       0.0!
BIN PHASE END 1:    0.720000!
BIN WEIGHT 1:       1.0!

Note: bins wrap around phase 1.0/0.0! 
SCRUNCH = TRUE; add weighted bins 
This is a simple gate (on/off) 
SCRUNCH = FALSE saves bins apart 
POLYCO points to phase prediction file 
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The polyco file 

l  Generate using tempo or tempo2 

1650-1654  26-MAR-12   83000.00   56012.35416666660            43.181643 -0.922 -9.791!
      2190534.037742    0.571574515888   24  720   12  1400.000                !
  0.27151830610250283D-09  0.31600661389421161D-02 -0.79172395063399383D-08!
 -0.76435402690880627D-13  0.18973528859963467D-17  0.60967896576050514D-20!
 -0.40545690801398583D-22 -0.14857173038742444D-24  0.37620021307428399D-27!
  0.14111375354325646D-29 -0.11811239363850021D-32 -0.45609416626443307D-35!
1650-1654  26-MAR-12  203000.00   56012.85416666660            43.181643 -0.918 -9.745!
      2215228.327944    0.571574515888   24  720   12  1400.000                !
 -0.24833931330618675D-09  0.31485469662028221D-02 -0.80814027761202229D-08!
 -0.75698057683234006D-13  0.22121795226919268D-17 -0.79089737421091686D-21!
 -0.43291672066653833D-22  0.21487126523725907D-25  0.37519768978778538D-27!
 -0.66910007411822625D-31 -0.11151335487911077D-32 -0.23552517403119568D-36!
!

Phase at reference time Reference pulsar frequency (= 1 / period) 

Polynomial coefficients 
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Post-correlation 

l  If scrunching, simply run difx2fits as 
normal, you get 1 FITS file out 

l  If saving the separate bins, must run 
difx2fits N times for N separate bins 
(using the -B <bin number> flag) 
l  Generates N different FITS files 
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Useful tools #1: profile mode 

l  If your pulsar ephemeris is not 
extremely accurate - not good enough 
to predict absolute phase - you can use 
“profile” mode of mpifxcorr as a 
precursor to a real correlation 
l  Uses binning mode, not scrunching, and 

makes “cross-correlations” which are 
actually autocorrelations 

l  Divide the pulse period up into a number of 
bins, and make a pulse profile from the 
VLBI data itself 
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Useful tools #1: profile mode 

.v2d file: 
vex = bd152rd.vex.obs!
antennas = SC, HN, NL, FD, LA, PT, KP, OV, BR, MK!
mode = profile!
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Useful tools #1: profile mode 

Then run difx2profile on the DiFX output, 
which sums the (faked) autocorrelations 
over all antennas for  
each bin 
l   Will generate a  

 “profile” text file  
 like this the one 
 on the right 

l   Can be inspected 
 with e.g. gnuplot 

Bin#       Weight!
0 0.0182229691407935!
1 0.0787451798095526!
2 0.0223606968053615!
3 0.0142714711684412!
…!
!
41 -0.0481090874037728!
42 0.0164508430016418!
43 0.640543867722647!
44 0.359456132277354!
45 0.114425502494899!
46 -4.06530828972069e-05!
47 0.06748867444299!
48 -0.0539940377225829!
49 0.0367702126740731!
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Useful tools #2: profile2binconfig 

l  If you have a profile (either from DiFX 
profile mode or [even better] 
elsewhere), you can convert this 
automatically to a DiFX binconfig file: 

> profile2binconfig.py --profile=J1234+5678.txt  
  --polyco=J1234+5678.polyco --nonormalise -n 24 !
  --binconfigfile=J1234+5678.binconfig  
  [--lineskip=2 --profilecolumn=3  --dontzeronoise]!
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Useful tools #2: profile2binconfig 

l  If you have a profile (either from DiFX 
profile mode or [even better] 
elsewhere), you can convert this 
automatically to a DiFX binconfig file: 

Original profile 
 
Approximation 
used in binconfig 
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Where is the weak link? 

l  Generating the polyco files and 
setting the bins correctly 
l  Documentation on the wiki is lacking 
l  Often no contact with pulsar timing expert 
l  Even if you have tame pulsar timing expert: 

l  Still sometimes get it wrong 
l  They generally don’t know or care about absolute 

phase; getting matching profile is like pulling teeth 
l  Sometimes information just doesn’t exist 

(e.g., glitch, timing telescope broken…) 
 

But that is what profile mode is for?? 
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Profile mode shortcomings 

1.  Depends on autocorrelations from 
interferometer elements 

l  switched power, RFI, gain variations 
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Profile mode shortcomings 

1.  Depends on autocorrelations from 
interferometer elements 

l  switched power, RFI, gain variations 
2.  “All-in” summation 

l  no opportunity to inspect/zap bad data 
l  For more severe cases than unknown 

absolute phase – if the phase wraps  
during observation – then hopeless 

3.  Timescale: must be run / analysed / 
recorrelated before disks are recycled 
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Solution: Pulsar visibility toolkit 

l  Want to be able to refine timing model 
and combine bins after correlation 

l  Ideally reusing where possible existing 
tools from pulsar community 

l  Solution: make use of PSRFITS 

http://www.atnf.csiro.au/research/
pulsar/psrfits/ 
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PSRFITS 

l  Format to store (single dish) pulsar data 
l  Basically just filterbank (dynamic spectrum) 

as a function of pulse phase, plus metadata 
l  Should be very easy to put sum one or 

more antennas and put result in 
PSRFITS format (difx2psrfits) 
l  Open question: how to best use >1? 

l  Then it is possible to enlist pulsar timing 
expertise to refine timing model 
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difx2psrfits outcome 

l  Analysis gives refined pulsar ephemeris 
– gate can now be set accurately 

l  Two options: 
1.  Re-correlate in “scrunch mode” (current, 

but means analysis must be immediate) 
2.  Implement “scrunch mode” post-correlation 

1.  “difx2difx”: would need to be implemented 
2.  Would take old ephemeris and new ephemeris, as 

well as normal binconfig for scrunching 
3.  Would lead to large initial datasets because many 

bins would need to be stored 
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(a biased) priority list 

1.  difx2psrfits 
2.  Documentation! “The DiFX pulsar 

handbook” / an expanded chapter in 
the DiFX users guide 

l  More detail on setting up / using tempo 
l  How to use difx2psrfits in place of 

difx2profile 
l  Proper documentation of profile2binconfig 

3.  Post-correlation scrunching 
l  Decouple refinement from correlation 
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Conclusions 

l  DiFX has almost anything you could 
ever need to do pulsar VLBI (coherent 
de-dispersion excepted) 

l  But: Ephemeris/profile must be 
perfect, and this is often a problem 

l  Simple conversion tool difx2psrfits 
would open a world of analysis 
opportunities and make DiFX “pulsar 
self-sufficient” 

l  “difx2difx” for even more flexibility 


